GroupBuild: a fragment-based method for de novo drug design.
A novel method for de novo drug design, GroupBuild, has been developed to suggest chemically reasonable structures which fill the active sites of enzymes. The proposed molecules provide good steric and electrostatic contact with the enzyme and exist in low-energy conformations. These structures are composed entirely of individual functional groups (also known as "building blocks" or "fragments") which the program chooses from a predefined library. User-selected enzyme seed atom(s) may be used to determine the area(s) in which structure generation begins. Alternatively, GroupBuild may begin with a predocked "inhibitor core" from which fragments are grown. For each new fragment generated by the program, several thousand candidates in a variety of locations and orientations are considered. Each of these candidates is scored based on a standard molecular mechanics potential function. The selected fragment and orientation are chosen from among the highest scoring cases. Tests of the method using HIV protease, FK506 binding protein, and human carbonic anhydrase demonstrate that structures similar to known potent inhibitors may be generated with GroupBuild.